
Helps You Out  
in Tight Spots
Norton SoftTouch sanding sponges 
are specially designed for  
hard-to-reach areas like door jambs, 
headlight openings and around door 
handles. They are ideal for bumpers, 
contours, jambs and small parts.

CONTOUR SANDING SPONGES



SANDING SPONGES

FEATURES & BENEFITS
 ❚ Abrasive grain coated on a sponge backing can be used wet or dry
 ❚ Eliminates finger marks
 ❚ Conformable to all shapes
 ❚ Generates a uniform finish
 ❚ Grit printed on the back of each sponge to easily identify the right product to use
 ❚ Highly conformable, makes these sponges great on contours and edges and ideal for bumpers, jambs and small parts

NORTON SOFTTOUCH SPONGES WITH SUPERIOR FLEXIBILITY 
FOR HAND SANDING AND FINISHING

SoftTouch contour sanding sponges are coated with a high 
performance abrasives and a waterproof bond so they can be used wet 
or dry. They can be used on a variety of materials – metal, glass, 
composites, and plastic as well as on primer or painted surfaces.   

SoftTouch sponges are designed to give needed flexibility for hand 
sanding without leaving finger marks. Their conformability allows you 
to generate a superior finish in hard to reach areas and they can be 
used instead of scuff pads or waterproof sheets.

PART # GRIT FINISH GENERATED APPLICATION PKG. / CASE
Sample Subhead
07660703074 Medium P180/P120 Scuff, shaping filler 20/4
07660703075 Fine P400/P320 Feather-edge, scuffing primer, scuffing new parts before painting 20/4
07660703076 Super Fine P600/P500 Preparing panel for base coat 20/4
07660703077 Ultra Fine P1000/P800 Sanding base coat, removing clear coat defects 20/4
07660703078 Micro Fine P1500/P1200 Clear coat sanding, removing minor defects 20/4

AVAILABILITY

TAKE NORTON FOR A TEST DRIVE!
Norton is 100% committed to bringing the best performing products to body shops at a fair price. You can test drive Norton 
products in your shop when it's convenient for you. Simply let your Norton salesperson know when you’d like to test Norton 
in your shop. Our test drive program allows the technicians to do their regular work, without interruption, using Norton 
products at no cost in “real world” conditions.

You’re the final judge of performance. At the end of the day, the Norton salesperson will review the results, provide you with 
potential cost savings and convert the shop to Norton products if you like what you see. There has never been a better time 
to look at ways to increase productivity and to reduce costs at absolutely no risk to you. 

Call 1 888 295-5148 to set up a Test Drive today.
1 888 295-5148

testdrive@saint-gobain.com

www.facebook.com/NortonAutomotive | www.youtube.com/NortonAuto | www.nortonautomotive.com

CUSTOMER SERVICE:
USA Toll Free: 1 (800) 456-8444 
Canada Toll Free: 1 (800) 263-6565

EMAIL US:
norton.automotive@saint-gobain.com
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